SPECIFICATION of work required to be done in removing buildings
levelling ground turfing &c at the new Football field Kingsholm
Gloucester. The whole to be done under the direction & to the

Take down all buildings & walls coloured red on plan leaving the
wash-house till last to suit convenience of tenant, Grub up & re-
move all fruit-trees & hedges & the 4 large walnut trees which are
to become Contractors property, All the bricks & other building
materials to become Contractors property but not tenants fittings
inside Stable &c, Take off the turf from parts coloured blue &
yellow & relay same when ground is levelled keeping the best soil
close up under turf, Leave part coloured green as it is & fill
up part coloured blue to level of top of pegs getting the earth
from the part coloured yellow but need not remove more from the
yellow than enough to make up the part coloured blue, Leave the
back part of yellow rather higher than the level of the green the
highest part towards the back, Provide & lay good turf on all
parts coloured blue & yellow where there is not sufficient of the
old turf,

The small shed in field belongs to the Cricketers who will remove
it. Consult the convenience of the tenant as to time of removing
buildings trees &c.

The finished level in part coloured blue is shown by pegs with
LEVEL on them marked on plan.

The section shows the amount of filling up on the centre line in
blue & the amount of excavation in yellow.

Joseph Gunney